Abstract
Introduction
The problem of object detection in still images is large enough that it can support several relatively independent bodies of literature. Historically grounded in optics, 2D correlation filters are often easy to learn and can be applied in milliseconds, but are best suited to simpler detection problems [1] [2] [14] [15] . Finding more complex objects is the domain of a different set of models that are powerful and flexible but rely on costly statistical machine learning techniques and can require many seconds to apply [3] [6] [8] .
We introduce a method for learning correlation filters for object detection that is intended to unify the best elements of these two literatures. Our approach learns an ensemble of what we call Polytypic Sum of Squared Error (POSSE) filters, which are a generalization of the popular Mean Output Sum of Squared Error (MOSSE) filter [1] . POSSE filters are a jointly learned ensemble of vector-valued filters that enjoy the efficient and elegant training of the MOSSE framework, yet bring the discriminating power of more sophisticated part-based models.
The core idea behind MOSSE filters is to find an optimal mapping between a training set and a desired output. Typically, the desired output is a sharp peak at the ground truth object location. It has already been shown how this approach can be applied to vector-valued image features [9] . In this paper we further extend MOSSE filters to learn an ensemble of filters that cooperate to most closely reproduce the desired output. By learning multiple filters, we can accommodate great variation in object appearance. Over the course of training, our filters grow to specialize in particular aspects of the training set. Depending upon the nature of the training images, our filters may adapt to detect variations in overall appearance, they may focus on small parts of the objects, or some combination of the two. Our filters freely adapt to whatever form is most helpful for capturing the full range of variability in the training images.
POSSE filters are different from other part-based object detectors in the efficiency with which they are learned and their flexibility. Our training consists of simple and effortlessly parallelizable least squares optimizations instead of costly maximum margin techniques. We do not need to determine a priori the size of the filters (they are all the same size as the training images), the function of the filters (there is no distinction between "root" filters and "part" filters), or the origin of the filters (they grow organically from the data, and do not need to be initialized from random or heuristically determined locations).
We believe that POSSE filters are flexible and powerful enough to be used as the base of many different object detection models. To demonstrate the capabilities of POSSE filters, we compare them to several state of the art correlation filter frameworks and demonstrate superior performance on challenging datasets.
Related Works
Correlation filters In the context of object detection, correlation filters are 2D templates that are applied to every location in an image using 2D convolution. The goal of the templates is to provide a strong response only in regions of the image that correspond to the template. The trick, of course, lies in making the right template. Most contemporary filters are designed to minimize the difference between the response of the filter on the training set with a desired output. In a sense, the peak of the desired output marks a positive training sample, and the rest of the training image is a large set of negative samples. This is different from discriminative classifiers, which require explicitly defined positive negative training samples. Unconstrained Minimum Average Correlation Energy (UMACE) filters [14] attempt to create a response that has a value of one at the center of the training images and a value of zero everywhere else. Unconstrained Optimal Trade-off Synthetic Discriminant Function (UOTSDF) filters [15] add a penalty that is proportional to the norm of the filter coefficients. Constrained filters, such as Optimal Trade-off Synthetic Discriminant Function (OTSDF) filters [13] , additionally constrain the output to equal one when the training image is true class and to equal zero when the training image is false class.
Average of Synthetic Exact Filters (ASEF) filters [2] relax the very abrupt desired output of the previous filters, and replace it with a softer distribution. Filters learned with a desired output that is a single positive pixel tend to have a lot of high frequency energy that is overfitted to the dataset. A more gentle desired output can prevent this from happening, which means that less training data may be necessary to learn a good filter. ASEF filters are constructed by averaging exact filters that are learned independently for each training image. MOSSE filters [1] are similar to ASEF filters, except the filter is learned using all training data at once, instead of averaging filters that are learned on individual samples. This tends to make a more stable filter, requiring even fewer training images.
Maximum Margin Correlation Filter (MMCF) filters [18] are learned using maximum margin techniques. They are designed to combine correlation filters' strong localization with Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification.
The extension of MOSSE filters to vector-valued features has been shown by Galoogahi et al. [9] . They apply MOSSE filters to Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) features and show improvements over standard MOSSE filters and linear SVMs.
Ge et al. [10] learn several filters, each of which is intended to detect an alternative variation of the object. Their approach works well for objects of medium complexity, but to find truly complex and deformable objects requires the ability to model parts.
Part-based detectors
The most popular contemporary part-based object detector is the Deformable Parts Model (DPM) [8] . DPM is actually a mixture of models, where each sub-model is associated with a sub-category of the objects to be detected. Each sub-model is composed of a "root" filter, which attempts to capture the overall appearance of the sub-category, and a set of small "part" filters, which find characteristic parts. One reason for the great success of DPM is that the filters are allowed to move in relation to each other; the final score includes a penalty that is proportional to the deformation (spatial shift) that is applied to each part during detection. DPM models are limited in the way that the overall model is divided into submodels. Sub-models become necessary when it is not possible to represent all variations in the object's appearance with a fixed set of parts, such as occurs when the object can be seen from several different poses. It is common to use heuristics such as clustering aspect ratios to differentiate the sub-models. A recent study of object detectors [21] has suggested that more sophisticated approaches to defining sub-models are preferable.
Other part-based detectors allow for more flexibility in the object appearance and do not require explicit submodels. Sun et al. [20] cope with varying poses by modeling the spatial relationships between parts in 3D. Like DPM, however, the assumption still exists that for each viewing angle a specific set of parts should be accounted for.
Even greater flexibility is provided by object detectors that learn a large collection of overlapping filters that capture the characteristic appearance of some parts of some training samples. There is no assumption that all the filters will respond to any given instance of an object. Instead, the responses of the filters are accumulated and combined to create an overall detection score. This, of course, leads to the question of which training samples should be used to learn each filter and how they should be aligned. Poselets [3] use manually annotated keypoints to align training samples. Singh et al. [19] use discriminative clustering to learn part filters. Endres et al. [6] start with heuristically selected candidate proposals, which are then used to find similar parts in the training data.
POSSE filters
We begin this section with an overview of our notation, then introduce MOSSE filters, show how they can be extended to vector-valued features, and finally explain how to jointly learn ensembles of POSSE filters.
Variables in the Fourier domain are shown with capital letters, so A = F(a) and a = F −1 (A). H * is the complex conjugate of matrix H. denotes the Hadamard (elementwise) product. * denotes the cross-correlation operator.
Let I ∈ R Q 1 ×Q 2 ×3 be an RGB image with height Q 1 and width Q 2 . Let f = f (I) ∈ R Q 1 ×Q 2 ×C be a set of features extracted from the image. We will refer to C as the number of "channels" in a feature set. Let f c ∈ R
be the c th channel of features extracted from the image. Let
q represents the q th element of matrix A.
MOSSE filters
The goal of the MOSSE framework is to learn a correlation filter h that optimally maps a set of N training samples to the desired output g. MOSSE filters work with scalar values so here C = 1. The actual response of a filter to image features f is given byĝ = f * h. MOSSE filters are learned by minimizing the average difference between the desired output and the actual output for each training sample:
(1)
g ∈ R Q 1 ×Q 2 is typically defined to be a Gaussian distribution with μ at the ground truth location and a very small value for σ 2 . One of the great advantages of MOSSE filters is that they can be learned extremely efficiently in the frequency domain. Each frequency of the filter is found independently, so the q th frequency of filter h is found by solving
Notice that this is a simple linear least squares problem.
Since all the variables in equation 2 are scalars, the least squares solution can be reduced to a very simple form:
Correlation filters such as MOSSE do not require explicitly defined negative training samples. Instead, every region of the training images that does not have a large desired output is an implicit negative example. Learning filters that successfully distinguish between the target object and the background is simply a matter of using training images that aren not tightly cropped to the images. If it is necessary to use specific negative training samples, they can be added to the training set with a desired output of zero. We use this approach in the face recognition experiments in section 4.2.
Yet another advantage of the MOSSE framework is the ease with which filters can be updated sequentially. This is of particular importance in online learning applications, such as tracking. Notice that in equation 3 a new observation can simply be added to the existing numerator and denominator without the need to individually reconsider previous observations.
Vector-valued filters
The extension of MOSSE filters to vector-valued features has already been proposed in [9] , which apply vectorvalued MOSSE filters to HOG features [5] . To avoid redundancy with these previous efforts and to allow comparison to current correlation filter algorithms we do not use HOG features in our experiments. For this paper, we use traditional image features such as image intensity and gradient magnitude, and show that concatenating these simple features into a feature vector leads to a more powerful detector.
To learn vector-valued filters equation 2 remains the same, except [F n ] q and [H] q are vectors with C elements, where C is the number of channels in the feature vector. In practice, this can be easily solved using linear system solvers such as MATLAB's mldivide (backslash) operator:
If the filters are used for tracking or if there are an extremely large number of training samples, it is also possible to solve for [H] * q by considering the training data sequentially in a manner similar to equation 3:
Applying POSSE filters
POSSE filters further extend the MOSSE framework by jointly learning an ensemble of M filters, with
Note that POSSE filters and all training images are the same size.
Each of the individual POSSE filters is free to specialize in a particular part of the object, and since objects' parts are not always in exactly the same location, we allow filters to move in relation to each other. Let Δ 
We designate an offset associated with the m th filter and applied to the c th channel of image features from the n th training sample with [f
During evaluation, the c th channel of a filter is crosscorrelated with the c th channel of the image feature vector and then the result of all C cross-correlations are summed:
This is performed independently for all M filters. We do not require all the filters to respond to all the training images, which eliminates the need for explicit subcategories, such as the mixture models found in the DPM framework [8] . Some part-based detectors such as poselets [3] and the collections of part models found in [6] bypass sub-categories, but they take a "shotgun" approach: their part filters are mostly independent of each other and are started from heuristically selected image patches, which means that a large number of part filters is required to completely describe the object. In contrast, our filters are learned jointly and cooperate with each other to capture variations in appearance as fully as possible, even with only a few filters.
The purpose of each filter is to detect an object or a part of an object, so we are primarily interested in whether or not a filter generates a positive response. A strong negative filter response does not indicate that a part is "less there" than when the same filter has a response of zero, so we apply a threshold at zero to the overall response of each filter.
We want to limit the deformation applied to each part, so our model includes a deformation penalty β m . A naïve implementation of a deformation penalty will introduce a complexity of degree M because the filter responses must be evaluated for all combinations of offsets for all filters. Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher showed that deformation penalties can be reduced to linear complexity with the generalized distance transform [7] . We follow this approach in our work. Please see [7] for a more thorough explanation and and implementation details.
Because this paper is primarily concerned with learning POSSE filters, we do not use a complex detection model. We reserve the proposal of a sophisticated model based on POSSE filters for future work. Here, our final filter response is simply the sum of all M thresholded filter responses:
Learning POSSE filters
Learning multiple filters requires a somewhat more elaborate training procedure, since we must learn filters and also find the deformations that lead to the best output.
The most straightforward approach is to minimize the error in the summed filter responses:
where
Equation 8 is similar in spirit to DPM. Here, the filters are designed to always produce a strong response to every training sample. This works well when the target objects always include the same set of parts in roughly the same locations, but detecting objects with more variation requires learning sub-models. We choose to only use one model, but to allow for greater flexibility in the appearance of parts. Instead of requiring each training sample to contribute equally to all filters, we allow training samples to be represented as a mixture of parts. In other words, a training sample may strongly contribute to learning one filter but only contribute weakly to learning another filter, depending upon how much support for each filter exists in the image.
To learn POSSE filters we weight each filter differently for each training sample:
We propose an iterative solution to this problem. We initialize the algorithm by drawing values of w from a uniform distribution with a range of [0, 1] and setting all Δ = 0. We then alternate between solving for h, Δ, and w:
Step 1 In the first step the amount that each training sample should contribute to each filter has been fixed by w m n and the displacements have been fixed by Δ m n . The remaining optimization is a least squares problem that is solved for each frequency:
The notation is a bit dense here, so to clarify, [F 
] q can be efficiently calculated in the frequency domain with
Step 2 To determine Δ we use the cross correlation between the desired output and the actual output. We set Δ m n to the location of the maximum value of s m n , where
Step 3 The third step also involves solving a least squares problem, only in this case h and Δ are fixed and we are solving for w:
The three optimization steps are repeated until a stopping criterion is reached. In our experiments, we terminate the algorithm when changes in w become sufficiently small between iterations t and t − 1. Specifically, we stop when 15 w t − w t−1 2 < w t 2 . After all h have been learned they are normalized to be zero mean and unit norm.
Learning β
The process of learning filters provides a rich source of information about how rigidly each part needs to be localized. β from equation 7 should be small enough to allow most of the deformations that were applied during training, but not so small that it detracts from accurate localization. To determine β m we first isolate the training samples that responded strongly to filter m by picking the set of N /10 samples with the largest value of w m n , then we set β m to exp(Δ), whereΔ is the median of Δ m n from the selected samples.
Experiments
To demonstrate the power and flexibility of POSSE filters, we compare them to many of the most popular correlation filters. All baseline results in sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 are as reported in [18] . In all tables the best results are shown in boldface.
Eye localization
In our first experiment we address the problem of detecting eyes in images of human faces. We use the experimental protocol introduced in [2] , which uses images from the grayscale FERET dataset [17] . The dataset was partitioned into a training and testing set, each with 1699 images. All images of each subject were restricted to one of the sets-no subject appears in both the training and testing sets. Face detection was applied to each image, which were then normalized to a size of 128 × 128 with the eyes at (32.0, 40.0) and (96.0, 40.0). Locating eyes on these images would be easy even for simple correlation filters, so the task was made more difficult by applying a random rotation, uniformly drawn from [ π /16, π /16] radians, a random scaling factor, uniformly drawn from [0.9, 1.1], and a random translation, uniformly drawn from [−4, 4] pixels. The random transformations were applied eight times for each training image. We randomly selected 2000 of the resulting images to learn our filters. We perform the same image preprocessing as [2] : we normalize the image by taking log(I + 1) and make the result zero mean and unit norm; we also apply a cosine filter to the image to reduce edge effects.
The success of a detection is determined by the normalized distance between the maximum response and the ground truth eye location. The distance is normalized by the distance between the two eyes, so the distance for a right eye detection is
where x l and x r are the ground truth left and right eye locations andx r is the estimated right eye location. The detection is considered correct if D < 0.10.
The random affine transformations are extremely useful for understanding the advantage of part-based object detection. Since a random transformation is applied to the image, a single filter that attempts to model the entire face is doomed-even a small rotation will put the eyes out of alignment and render the filter's response ambiguous at best. Consequently, a single filter has no choice but to concentrate only on the eye to be detected. This does create a problem, though. Since the filter has only learned to detect one eye there is no context from the rest of the face and it is not easy to distinguish the left from the right eye. With multiple filters, however, each filter can focus on a specific area of the face. The different values for β dictate how tightly localized the filter's response is. If the task is to detect the right eye, a right eye filter will have a large β m , creating a steep deformation penalty. On the other hand, a filter for the nose or left eye will have a much smaller β m , meaning that the part may be anywhere in a general neighborhood. This is illustrated in figure 1 . Eight filters for detecting the right eye using image intensity are shown in figure 1(a) . Note that only three of the eight filters focus directly on the right eye itself. One combines eye and nose features, three focus on the nose, and one focuses on the left eye. Figure 1(b) shows the response of each of these filters before (top) and after (bottom) the deformation penalty has been modeled using the generalized distance transform. Note that the final response for the three right eye filters is quite sharp, but the response for the other filters is much more broad. The sum of the raw responses (before the deformation penalty) is shown in the middle panel of figure 1(c) . Notice that there are several local peaks. This is because different filters are responding strongly only in specific locations. The fact that the face is rotated counterclockwise means that the response from the left eye detector is below the response from the right eye detectors, and there is no easy way to know which is correct. The sum of the transformed responses (after the deformation penalty) is shown in the right panel of figure  1(c) . Here, we see that the responses have smoothly combined and we can find a single clear peak.
For our experiment, the location of each eye is determined by finding the maximum value of the summed responses of all filters. We repeat this experiment with 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 filters. We also use three different sources of image features: image intensity (Im), gradient magnitude (Grad), and a vector concatenating the two (Im+Grad).
To show the importance of allowing deformations during training, we also learned filters with fixed Δ = 0. An example of these filters are shown in figure 2 . Note that the filters were unable to specialize in specific parts because the training data was not locally aligned with Δ.
Results for all eye localization experiments are shown in tables 1 and 2. In both cases, even two POSSE filters are sufficient to outperform the discriminative MMCF. We see that POSSE filters based only on the image intensity channel perform the best. We speculate that this is because the images use controlled passport-style lighting. The gradient magnitude channel is most useful when it is necessary to accommodate variations such as irregular illumination, as we will see in section 4.2.
Face recognition
The benefits of extending MOSSE filters to use HOG features has already been clearly shown [9] . HOG features are somewhat expensive to calculate, so we would like to show that using vector-valued filters can be useful even when the features are much more simple. We perform the first six face recognition experiments introduced in [18] , which use data from the Multi-PIE dataset [11] . The Multi-PIE dataset [11] has thousands of carefully controlled images of 337 subjects. Images are taken with a variety of camera angles and light sources, and images from the same subject were taken in up to four different sessions. Our experiments exclusively use frontal images. The sources of variation are subject, lighting, and session.
In all cases, one filter was learned for each subject. All filters were applied to each test image and the filter with the largest response (anywhere in the image) determined the classification result. To learn each filter one, two, or three images from a subject were used as positive examples and the same number of images from every other subject were used as negative examples. As discussed in section 3.1, using training images as negative examples is a simple matter of setting the desired response to zero.
For the first three experiments, a filter for each subject was learned using a subset of the images from the first session and classification was performed on all images from the other three sessions. In the final three experiments, the training procedure was the same, but classification was performed on all images from the first session that were not used in training. Since all images from the final three experiments were taken in the same session, they are less challenging. Experiments 1 and 4 used one image from each subject with frontal lighting for training. Experiments 2 and 5 used two images from each subject: one with lighting from the left and one with lighting from the right. Experiments 3 and 6 used three images, with frontal, left and right illumination. Results are shown in table 3.
In this experiment the performance of POSSE filters is comparable to that of the baseline filters. This is not an optimal experiment for many of the filter techniques, including POSSE, which tend to perform best when given dozens or hundreds of positive training images. Furthermore, in these experiments there are not enough training images to learn multiple filters. We performed these experiments primarily to show the advantages of combining two simple image features into one vector, and indeed we see that POSSE filters performed best when using both image intensity and gradient magnitude. Table 3 . Face recognition accuracy (%) on Multi-PIE dataset.
Vehicle recognition
In our third experiment we combine the problems of detection and classification. The Algorithm Development Image Database (ATR) database [16] contains video footage of several vehicles and pedestrians captured with both visible and mid-wavelength infrared (MWIR) sensors at a variety of ranges. [18] introduce two experiments on this dataset, both of which use videos of two civilian vehicles and six military vehicles (a pickup truck, SUV, BTR70, BRDM2, BMP2, T72, ZSU23-4 and 2S3), taken with MWIR sensors at a range of 1000m. Each video depicts the vehicle driving in a circle, so it is seen from all viewpoints over the course of the video. In both experiments, filters are learned for each vehicle, and successful recognition requires that the maximum filter response comes from the filter associated with the query vehicle and also that the location of the maximum response is within 70 and 40 pixels of ground truth in the x− and y− directions, respectively.
In the first experiment, each video is manually partitioned into four sub-videos that each encompass a 90
• pose range. A different filter was learned for each pose range. In the second experiment a single filter was learned for the entire 360
• pose range. It is exactly the purpose of POSSE filters to avoid the need to manually define sub-models, so we restrict ourselves to the second, more difficult experiment and follow the procedure in [18] .
From each video, 50 frames were selected for training and 1000 frames were used for testing. We extracted a 100 × 150 pixel image patch around the vehicle for learning filters. The training set was expanded by adding Gaussian noise to 75 copies of each training patch, with the noise drawn from N (0, (0.1σ(I))
2 ), where σ(I) is the standard deviation of the image intensity of the original training patch. We performed experiments with 1, 2, 4, and 8 filters. Because the filters were learned independently for each vehicle, the responses of the filters are not directly comparable in magnitude. To counter this, we calculate the Peak to Sidelobe Ratio (PSR) over the entire image and pick the location with the maximum PSR. PSR is found by defining a peak window (we use a 17 × 17 pixel window) around the location of the maximum response and finding the ratio g max −μ /σ, where g max is the maximum value within the peak window, and μ and σ is the average and standard deviation of the values outside of the peak window.
Four example image patches and eight filters for the BTR70 vehicle are shown in figure 3 . Notice the these filters are alternate representations of the entire object, while the filters shown in figure 1 focus on specific parts. This demonstrates the ability of POSSE filters to fill whatever role (root filter, part filter, or something inbetween) is necessary. Results for the experiment are shown in Table 4 . Vehicle recognition accuracy (%) on ATR database.
Vehicle detection
To investigate how well POSSE filters generalize, we performed a vehicle detection experiment using filters that were trained and tested on two very different datasets. Test- ing was performed on the VIVID dataset [4] , and filters were trained using 2,681 images of vehicles that were captured from Google TM Maps. We experimented with 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 filters, and used the same three sets of image features that were used in the eye localization experiment.
Because multiple vehicles exist in each frame of the VIVID dataset, it is not meaningful to take the maximum response. Instead, we apply non-maximal suppression [12] to the filter responses (with a radius of 5 pixels), and measure the average precision (AP) at each frame. For comparison to contemporary filters, we used MOSSE filters [1] and UMACE filters [14] as baselines. We accumulate the AP for all frames and report the mean average precision in table 5. Note that POSSE filters significantly outperform the baseline methods. 
Conclusions
We have introduced a new class of correlation filters that combine the elegance of traditional correlation filters with the power of complex part-based object detectors. Our POSSE framework learns an ensemble of filters that cooperate to capture variations in the training data. Several experiments show that POSSE filters outperform individual correlation filters.
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